Shotcrete or concrete wall

TREMDrain 1000 with Total Drain (applied at non-submerged conditions only)

Paraseal GM/LG 60 Mil, bentonite side against concrete

Paramastic cant

1/2" Superstop Waterstop

Total Drain and Universal Outlet

Superstop waterstop or Parastick N Dry

Discharge pipe, sloped per engineers requirements

1/2" Superstop Waterstop

Protection slab

Mat slab

Mud slab

Para JT Tape over Para JT Tape wrapped & molded around discharge pipe

See detail #10811 for proper treatment of pipe penetrations

12" x 12" Paraseal GM/LG 60 mil corner strip

Note: Paraseal products require a minimum 24 psf compaction/confinement in order to function as designed.